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Abstract The evaporation process of an n-dodecane droplet surrounded by nitrogen ambient under
supercritical pressures and sub- to super-critical temperatures is studied by molecular dynamics
simulation. Results show that the evaporation process under high pressures depart considerably from
the theoretical prediction of D2-law. Both environmental pressure and temperature have signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the evaporation rate, and elevated pressure can greatly increase the nitrogen solubility
in the liquid phase and also the liquid-vapor interface thickness. It is found that under supercritical
environmental conditions, the expanded interface may enter the continuum regime, leading to a
diﬀusion dominated mixing process, rather than a conventional evaporation.
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Fig. 1 Initial conﬁguration for the simulations
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Table 2 Environmental Conditions for the
current simulations
i_# 		/MPa 	/K ` fÆ`
1 4.4 600 37359 911038
2 4.3 750 37359 820490
3 4.2 900 37359 759090
4 4.0 1100 37359 702882
5 6.6 600 37359 1138948
6 6.5 750 37359 1002254
7 6.4 900 37359 910744
8 6.3 1100 37359 827828
9 8.8 600 37359 1358484
10 8.7 750 37359 1180392
11 8.6 900 37359 1060474
12 8.5 1100 37359 951398
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Fig. 7 Time evolution of the reduced droplet temperature
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Fig. 9 Time evolution of the interface thickness
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